Abstract. This paper solves the rigidity problem for branched superminimal immersions in complex projective spaces. Bertini's theorem and Chow varieties in algebraic geometry as well as results on Teichmϋller spaces and the deformation theory of holomorphic maps and used.
1. Introduction. The rigidity phenomenon of superminimal surfaces in CP n was studied by the first author in [2] . One sees that certain classes of nonsingular plane algebraic curves as well as their quadratic transformations do generate rigid superminimal immersions in CP 2 . It was also proved that superminimal immersions generated by a generic rational curve in CP 2 of any degree is rigid. For superminimal immersions generated by plane cubics, rigidity up to finiteness was shown. These supporting evidences lead naturally to the question: Is an arbitrary superminimal surface in CP n rigid? Following the line of thought in [2] together with further use of algebraic geometry, we are able to solve positively the above rigidity problem under general conditions. More precisely, we have the following: Slightly more general versions of the above theorems can be found at the end of Sections 4 and 5. When n = 2, letting the Riemann surface to vary in the moduli space, we obtain: THEOREM 
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in CP 2 form an analytic space with a natural action of PGL(3, C), which contains a real Zariski open dense set consisting of rigid superminimal surfaces. Moreover, this Zariski open dense set intersects each orbit of the PGL(3, C) action in a real Zariski open dense set of the orbit.
Our approach is motivated by an argument of [2] , where the generic rational curves in CP 2 was treated. (The proof of Lemma 2 in [2] is incomplete. Although the present paper supersedes it, see the last remark in Section 6.) Let/, g: M^CP 2 be two plane curves which generate branched superminimal immersions df and dg, and let F, G be two global meromorphic lifts of/and g into C 3 . When d/is isometric to dg, it was proved in [2] that where r is some meromorphic function, and || || 2 is the Hermitian norm of C 3 . To prove the rigidity for df it suffices to assert ||F|| 2 = ||G|| 2 . When M is the Riemann sphere, one can choose F, G to be polynomials in z. If \\F(z)\\ 2 = (F(z), F(z)} is regarded as a polynomial of two independent variables z and z, the unique factorization theorem of the polynomial ring C [z, z] gives the rigidity if both ||F(z)|| 2 
and \\F{z) ΛF'(Z)\\ 2
are irreducible. This was the approach adopted in [2] .
In this paper, we will consider M of arbitrary genus g. Choose a global meromorphic lift of/ now denoted/ One can interpret ||/|| 2 as an algebraic function over Mx M. Since the ring of algebraic functions lacks unique factorization in general, one studies instead the zero divisor N f of the function ||/|| 2 and applies the unique factorization theorem for divisors. It can be prove that N f determines / up to unitary equivalence. With this N f , we obtain: A. Unique factorization of N f => rigidity up to finiteness; B. Quantitative properties of N f => numerical estimate of the "finiteness"; C. N f being prime => rigidity. A and B immediately give Theorem 1 and Theorem Γ in Section 4. C will lead to Theorem 2, Theorem 2' of Section 5 and Theorem 3 in Section 6.
To prove Theorem 2, one first proves that N Af is prime for a generic projective transformation A e PGL(n + 1, C) (generic in the sence of real algebraic variety); since "being prime" is an open condition and PGL(n+ 1, C) is irreducible, it suffices to find a single A o such that N Aof is prime. Such To prove Theorem 3 in Section 6, one needs to prove that a specific set of divisors N f eMx M is generically prime, where /varies in a family of holomorphic maps from compact Riemann surfaces M to CP n . This will be done by an argument similar to the one for Theorem 2 outlined at the end of Section 1. The fact that M itself also varies in the Riemann moduli space M g can be handled by a result of Teichmuller theory which enables one to realize all the N f eMx M as curves in a common projective space. Chow varieties then furnish the conceptual framework for the rest of the arguments.
As we will see, in the proof of Theorem 2 the set of N f is contained in a fixed linear system, Bertini's Theorem suffices for the arguments there (cf. [6] What we have done so far is sufficient to prove a general rigidity theorem up to finiteness. However, to give explicit upper bounds, we need to determine the homology class represented by N f in H 2 {M x M). By the Kunneth formula, we have direct sum decomposition PROOF. We will use the invariant definition of N f given in Lemma 3.2. Consider the sequence of maps in (3.1). We may assume without loss of generality that/(M) is not contained in the hyperplane H o czCP n defined by z o = 0. The divisor S o in CP N is linearly equivalent to the hyperplane defined by x oo = 0, which is pulled back through the above sequence of maps to f*(H 0 ) x M+Mx/*(fl 0 ). N f9 being the pullback of 
PROOF. From the decomposition
By definition, the divisor N f is skew, therefore, all the N t are skew. We can therefore apply the natural projection M x M-+M, which sends N t to M. Because N t is an analytic subvariety, the above projection from N ( to M has a positive degree, which is just a t . So both a { and b ( are positive. q.e.d. PROOF. The "<=" part is obvious. We will prove "=>". Let us begin with (i). If N fk _ ί = N gι _ ι and N fk = N gι , then by Lemma 3.4, f k _ ι and g k _ ι are unitarily equivalent and therefore isometric to each other. The same is true for/ k and g k . So by the recursion formula (2.4), we easily see that/ fc _ t and g t _ι are isometric to each other for all /. Now, by the fact that q _ ί = 0 but q k Φ 0 for 0 < k < n -1, we have k = /, and / and g isometric. By Calabi's the rigidity theorem for holomorphic curves, we are done.
To prove (ii), we use the recursion formula inductively in reverse order and conclude tha.tf k^ί -i and g ι + i are isometric for all /. When / goes from 0 upward, /_ x is the first f k -ι-i that vanishes, which implies that g k + ι = 0 is the first g ι + i to vanish. This means that g lies in a CP k + ι <^CP n as a non-degenerate curve. In the above induction, letting i=k-l, we see that/=/ 0 is isometric to g k + i -ι and therefore unitarily equivalent to it. Notice that g k + ι -ι may be regarded as a curve in the dual space of the above CP k + ι , so that g k + ι-i can be canonically realized in CP k + ι as an antiholomorphic curve. Therefore there is an orientation reversing isometry of CP n which transforms / to g k + ι _ 1 We will first handle the cases when k = 0 and n-1. The other cases will be reduced to the case k = n-\ by an appropriate projection π: CP n -^CP k+1 ; for this purpose, we will enlarge the set of projective transformations of CP n to include linear rational maps. Let /: M-^CP n be holomorphic, which is not necessarily nondegenerate. Note that since ker(Λ) c CP n is the set where A fails to be regular, Af: M^CP n is well-defined for A e S n . We will see that if the above-mentioned π is so chosen that ker(π) n f(M) = 0 (which implies π e S n ), πf can be deformed nicely into an Af with AePGL (n + 1, C)c=S n . This will be a key point in our reduction argument through π. At the pairs where AB* = 0, the map λ is not defined; however this is clearly a Zariski closed set which does not intersect d(S n ) (because A A* cannot be zero). Therefore we will exclude them from our consideration. Our question now is to find an A such that λ°d(A)eP f .
In view of Lemma 5.3 (ii), we make:
From the sequence of the maps defined in Definition 5.5, we have:
. S° = λ ~1 d~1 (P f ). Equίvalently, S® consists of all the A in S n such that lN Af ] is prime and [N Af ] = deg(/)([M] + [A/]).
PROOF. This follows by the definitions of S® and P f together with Lemma PROOF. Consider a projection π: CP n -+CP k czCP n . By Lemma 5.7, if π is properly chosen, the corresponding π k _ x : C/ )Mk " * -> CP" k " 1 satisfies (π/) fc _ x = π k _ x / fc _ ι . Therefore, it suffices to find aπe5 n such that π k _! preserves the degree of/ fc _ x . By Lemma 5.1, this is equivalent to f(M) ψ ker(π) and ker(π /c _ 1 )n/ fc _ 1 (M) = 0, namely n k _ 1 is regular at every point of/^.^M). The existence of such a π can be proved easily by the following geometric consideration.
The PROOF. The cases of k-1 and n are proved in Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6. Let us assume that k takes any other value. We can apply Lemma 5.5 6. Generic Rigidity in Moduli Space. We will construct moduli spaces of superminimal immersions in CP 2 on which the generic rigidity is proved. To motivate the construction, notice that the area of a branched superminimal immersion, being an integral mutiple of π, should remain constant in any continuous variation. Secondly, a continuous family of maps h: M-+CP 2 are in the same homotopy class, which is equivalent to having the same mapping degree d defined by h^([M~\) = dH with [M] and H the generators of H 2 {M, Z) and H 2 (CP n , Z), respectively (cf. [7] ). Furthermore we will allow the compact Riemann surfaces M to vary in the Riemann moduli space M where g is the genus.
In CP 2 , besides the trivial case of holomorphic or anti-holomorphic curves, superminimal immersions df are in one to one correspondence with pairs (/, g) of holomorphic maps from M to CP 2 and (CP 2 ) Λ , respectively, and/and g are dual to each other. Let <3/have area mπ and mapping degree d. One easily deduces the relation (cf [4] )
It is clear now that the moduli space of all branched superminimal immersions with fixed genus g, area mπ and degree dis identical with the space of all pairs of holomorphic maps / and g from any compact Riemann surface M of genus g (which varies in M g ), where/and g are dual to each other and both of them have fixed degrees.
On the other hand, due to the existence of Riemann surfaces with automorphisms, the set of all MeM g does not form a "family" over M g (in the sense that will be explained in (I) below, cf. [8] ). We will therefore work with the Teichmύller moduli space T g over which there is a universal analytic family of compact Riemann surfaces. For reader's convenience, some results from the theory of families of holomorphic maps presented in [9] is summarized in the following three points:
( To study the generic rigidity in the moduli space of superminimal surfaces naturally identified with F gdud2 , we will first prove that the divisor N fr eM r x M r is prime for a generic r. For this purpose, we will realize all N fr as curves in a common projective space and apply the concept of Chow variety introduced in Section 2. According to a theorem in the theory of Teichmuler space (cf. [8] 
